TAPE AND FEWER DOLLARS. IT'S PRETTY CLEAR THAT PEOPLE WANT TO KNOW HOW THEIR TAX DOLLARS ARE BEING USED.

IDEALLY, THE WAY CONGRESS CAN ANSWER THOSE QUESTIONS IS THROUGH OVERSIGHT. THE ACCOUNTABILITY PROCESS CONGRESS USES TO MAKE SURE THAT WHAT WE INTENDED IN THE BUDGETING PROCESS IS ACTUALLY HAPPENING IN THE PROGRAMS AND AGENCIES WE OVERSEE. MOST PROGRAMS CAN BE IMPROVED BY BETTER MANAGEMENT. THE RESULT IS SAVINGS OF TAX DOLLARS, BASICALLY, WE NEED TO JUMP IN AND SEE HOW THE WHOLE SYSTEM IS WORKING. BUT CONGRESS HAS NOT TAKEN OVERSIGHT SERIOUSLY ENOUGH IN THE PAST.
OVERSIGHT DEMANDS A TELESCOPE AND A MICROSCOPE. THE 
TELESCOPE GIVES US THE BIG PICTURE --THE WIDE ANGLE VIEW
-
OVERSIGHT ALLOWS US TO SEE HOW REGULATIONS AFFECT THE LIVES AND POCKETBOOKS OF THE CITIZENS. AND SOMETIMES THESE IMPACTS ARE PRETTY RIDICULOUS, PARTICULARLY IN RURAL AREAS, MONTANA, FOR EXAMPLE, IS NOT NEW YORK. IN RURAL PARTS OF MY STATE, A
PHYSICAL THERAPIST MAY SERVE A HUNDRED MILE RADIUS AND THE BIGGEST HOSPITAL MAY HAVE ONLY TEN BEDS.
THERE IS GROWING FEELING THAT THIS GOVERNMENT HAS GOTTEN TOO BIG, SPRAWLING OUT OF CONTROL --BUT THERE IS A HANDLE ON THIS GARGANTUAN PROBLEM AND THAT HANDLE IS OVERSIGHT.
CONGRESS REALIZES THAT THIS NATION WHICH SEEMED TO .HAVE
INFINITE RESOURCES, INDEED ONLY HAS FINITE RESOURCES, THUS, THE SOLUTION TO OUR PROBLEMS IS NO LONGER TO CREATE NEW PROGRAMS AND TO INCREASE SPENDING, BUT TO LEARN TO MANAGE
THE PROGRAMS AND THE DOLLARS WE HAVE --AS WELL AS WE CAN,
TAKING OUT THE MICROSCOPE IS NOT ALWAYS A NEGATIVE PROCESS, SOME PROGRAMS WORK EXTREMELY WELL AND IMPROVE
UNDER SKEPTICAL SCRUTINY. AS FOR THE AGENCIES AND PROGRAMS,
WHEN ALL IS WELL, THE PROCESS ITSELF CAN BE USEFUL --AS CHURCHILL SAID, "NOTHING IS SO EXHILARATING AS TO.BE SHOT
AT WITHOUT RESULT."
OVERSIGHT IS ESSENTIAL IF THE GROWTH OF THE FEDERAL MONSTER IS TO BE CONTROLLED AND KEPT IN BOUNDS, -.8-LIKE ANY GOOD KIBITZER --CONGRESS MAY MAKE THE PLAYERS
A LITTLE UNEASY --BUT WE TEND TO KEEP THE GAME HONEST. HONEST 
MEANS NOT ONLY FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE --BUT IN KEEPING WITH THE WISHES OF THE PEOPLE.
SOME RECENT EXAMPLES OF OVERSIGHT CONTRIBUTIONS HAVE
IN 1978,POLITICAL SOOTHSAYERS PREDICTED THAT THE NEW CONGRESS WOULD BE THE "OVERSIGHT CONGRESS." A LOT OF PEOPLE HAD TO RUN FOR THEIR DICTIONARIES TO FIGURE OUT -
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TRADITIONALLY, SENATORS HAVE BEEN EVALUATED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF BILLS THEY INTRODUCED, THE BILLS USUALLY CALL FOR NEW PROGRAMS, OR APPROPRIATING FUNDS OR CREATING COMMITTEES,
STUDIES --OR THE REAL COUP--A NEW DEPARTMENT.
TooA
BUTA AMERICANS ARE EXPRESSING A CLEAR MANDATE --LESS
